Background: The detection of synchronous metastases at primary diagnosis of breast cancer (BC) affects its initial management. A risk calculator that incorporates many factors to evaluate an individual's risk of harbouring synchronous metastases would be useful to adapt cancer management.
There were about 1 384 155 newly diagnosed breast cancer (BC) cases worldwide in 2008, as reported by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC, 2008) . A recent systematic analysis showed a 3.1% annual increase in BC incidence during the last three decades (Forouzanfar et al, 2011) . In newly diagnosed cases, systematic body screening will be proposed to achieve accurate staging of the disease (UICC TNM) and to guide the primary treatment strategy (Edge et al, 2010) . This work-up aims at identifying the subgroup of patients with distant metastases at diagnosis, who have a distinctly more severe prognosis. Data from the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) programme showed that synchronous distant metastases at diagnosis of primary BC are present in 5% of patients (Howlader et al, 2011) .
Accurate staging at diagnosis has clinical and psychological implications, such as the possible avoidance of mastectomy or of certain radiotherapy fields, of prolonged anti-cancer treatment or of anti-osteoclastic drugs. However, many expensive and pointless work-up examinations are performed in women with localised BC. The identification of clinical and tumour factors associated with synchronous metastases may therefore be useful to clinicians. The benefit of systematic body imaging is controversial, but it is very often proposed to all patients in the absence of specific markers of metastases (Carlson et al,1996; Chen et al, 2000; Gerber et al, 2003) . The timing of complete staging is also debated, but clearly doing this evaluation before surgery is relevant because, although surgery is performed most of the time, whole body imaging can influence BC staging and clinical management, particularly in the case of oligometastatic disease. For instance, Yap et al (2001) showed that whole body FDG PET in BC altered the clinical stage in 36% of patients and the clinical management in 60%. The leading professional societies such as the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) or the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO) do not recommend extensive staging in localised BC, except in large tumours, or in the presence of clinically positive axillary lymph nodes.
Identifying high-risk groups would help decreasing the number of unnecessary exams. To date, no statistical model has been developed to predict the likelihood of synchronous metastases at diagnosis. In recent years, nomograms have gained popularity in clinics and have been proposed in oncology to address the individual-based prognosis (Kattan et al, 1998; Hanrahan et al, 2007; Mazouni et al, 2011) . Nomograms are statistically based tools that provide the overall probability of a specific outcome for an individual patient. Factors associated with a defined event are incorporated in the nomogram and the calculated probability of the event occurrence is provided in graphical formats.
In this study, we developed a preoperative nomogram based on clinico-pathologic factors to predict the probability of synchronous distant metastases at diagnosis of primary BC. We then validated this nomogram in two independent data sets.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Training population. The study population consisted of 2059 consecutive women who were diagnosed with primary BC at the One-Stop Unit of the Institut Gustave Roussy (IGR), Villejuif, France, between April 2004 and March 2010; 4461 consecutive patients from the Institut Curie-René Huguenin (CRH), SaintCloud, France and 2550 patients treated in the Breast Medical Oncology Department at the MD Anderson Cancer Center. All patients were enrolled over the same period after primary diagnosis of BC and irrespectively of the subsequent treatments (primary surgery and neo-adjuvant chemotherapy). All patients diagnosed with invasive BC at IGR and CRH underwent an initial standardised work-up that consisted in a clinical examination, blood tests including serum markers (CA 15-3 and/or CEA and/or CYFRA 21.1), bone scintigraphy, chest X-ray, abdominal and pelvic ultrasound. At MD Anderson Cancer Center, X-ray, thoraco-abdominal CT and bone scan were performed. Elevated tumour markers alone were not considered as a proof of metastases. The diagnosis of metastases was made based on typical radiological images. Tumour markers were measured and a focused biopsy was carried out in the case of isolated/uncertain lesion(s). The internal Institutional Review Boards of the three centres gave their approval for this study. The factors predictive for the presence of synchronous distant metastases at diagnosis were identified through univariate and multiple logistic regression analyses. Odds ratios were calculated to estimate the strength of the association between individual risk factors and synchronous metastases. Factors found to be significantly associated with synchronous metastases in the univariate analysis (Po0.20) were included in the multivariate analysis.
Using the IGR data set, a logistic regression-based nomogram was developed to predict synchronous metastases at diagnosis. Backward elimination was performed to choose the covariates to be retained in the model. The discriminative power of the model was quantified in terms of discrimination and calibration. Discrimination was quantified by the area under the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated. In all, 200 bootstrap resamples were used for internal validation of the accuracy estimates and to reduce overfit bias. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV) and their 95% CI were calculated for various cutoff points of the calculated risk score.
External validation was performed by using the nomogram for patients from the two independent validation cohorts. All statistical analyses were two-sided and were performed using the R cran Design package (R Development Core Team, 2010) . The characteristics of the three cohorts were compared using the Chi-square or Fisher exact tests for qualitative data and the Kruskal-Wallis test for quantitative data.
RESULTS
A total of 2059 patients diagnosed with primary BC at the OneStop Unit, IGR, over a 6-year period, were used to develop the nomogram. Among them, 23.7% (488 out of 2059) received neoadjuvant treatment and 4.4% (91 out of 2059) had synchronous distant metastases at diagnosis. Table 1 shows the univariate and multivariate analyses of potential predictors of synchronous metastases at diagnosis. Clinical tumour size (cT), clinical nodal status (cN), ER, PR and nuclear grade were significantly associated with the risk of synchronous metastases in the univariate analysis and, therefore, they were included in the multivariate analysis (Table 1) . The variables used to develop the nomogram were clinical tumour size (cT, Po0.001), clinical nodal status (cN, Po0.001), ER (P ¼ 0.17) and PR (P ¼ 0.04) (Figure 1 ). For instance, a woman with a 30-mm tumour (15 points), negative cN status (0 point), ER positive (5 points) and PR negative (8 points) would score 28 points that can be converted in a 4% probability of having synchronous metastases at primary diagnosis. The performance of the risk score to differentiate patients with or without metastases was assessed using the ROC analysis (Figure 2 ). The AUC was 87.3% (95% CI, 84.4-90.2%). The nomogram predictions were then compared with the actual probability of having synchronous metastases in the 2059 women (Figure 3 ). The dashed line represents the performance of an ideal nomogram, where the predicted outcome would overlap perfectly with the actual outcome. The performance of the IGR nomogram is shown by the plotted solid line.
The nomogram was then validated externally using the CRH and MDACC data sets. The CRH cohort characteristics were comparable to those of the training IGR cohort, while those of the MDACC data set were significantly different, particularly cT, ER, PR and HER2 status and histological grade ( Table 2 ). The rates of synchronous metastases were different between the IGR and CRH cohorts (4.4% and 3.2%; P ¼ 0.02), but not between the IGR and MDACC series (4.4% and 5.1%; P ¼ 0.35) ( Table 2 ). In the CRH cohort, only 591 (13.2%) patients received neoadjuvant treatment, while 2399 (94%) of the MDACC patients received primary treatment. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the predicted probability of having synchronous metastases for each patient calculated with the nomogram. Most patients (Figure 4 ) with BC had a predicted metastatic risk lower than 10%. The observed AUC of the constructed nomogram was 86.1% (95% CI, 83.2-89.1%) for the CRH validation cohort and 63.8% (95%CI, 58.8-68.8%) for the MDACC validation set (Figure 2) . Therefore, the prediction model based on the IGR data overestimated the actual probability compared with the MDACC data. The respective sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV are shown in Table 3 . Sensitivity and specificity were good for the IGR and CRH data sets and lower for the MDACC cohort. In all three cohorts, the NPV was higher than 96%.
Finally, a computer program was developed to help physicians determine the risk of synchronous metastases at primary BC diagnosis. The program called 'synchronous metastases in BC' is in Java. An internet browser with Java capability is required to run the applets. An example of a screen is shown in Figure 5 . The applets will be freely available online through the IGR, CRH and MDACC websites.
Development of a nomogram based on the three cohorts. To correct for the lack of reproducibility and verify whether the same criteria were selected, we build a model that incorporated all patients from the three cohorts (n ¼ 9070). In univariate analysis, clinical tumour size (cT, Po0.001), clinical nodal status (cN, Po0.001), ER (Po0.001), PR (Po0.001), nuclear grade (Po0.001) and HER2 status (Po0.001) were predictors of the metastatic status. In the final model, cT (Po0.001), cN (Po0.001), PR (Po0.001), nuclear grade (P ¼ 0.01) and HER2 (P ¼ 0.01) status were retained to build the nomogram. HER2 status could not be assessed in 11% of patients. The AUC for the constructed nomogram was 80.2% (95% CI: 78-82.4%). The sensitivity was 81.8%, the specificity 65.3%, the NPV 91% and the PPV was 1.2%.
DISCUSSION
The estimation of the individual risk of synchronous metastases at diagnosis of primary BC is attractive because it can facilitate the decision regarding the initial staging work-up, thus avoiding pointless examinations. Several nomograms have been developed for patients with BC (Van Zee et al, 2003; Rouzier et al, 2005; Houvenaeghel et al, 2009 ). Most of these nomograms were developed to predict the nodal status or response to treatment.
The present work is the first attempt to propose a diagnostic nomogram to improve BC staging by calculating the risk of initial distant metastases in patients with BC. The nomogram was validated internally and externally using three large data sets from reference cancer centres.
At present, in the presence of synchronous metastases, systemic treatment is proposed in addition to the local treatment of the primary tumour like for local tumours. The level of proof regarding local treatment is low, but the homogeneous results of several retrospective series support this practice (Ali and Le Scodan, 2011) . However, mastectomy could be avoided in non-inflammatory cases. Local therapy of metastatic sites might be proposed, as well as bone-targeting treatments in the case of bone involvement.
The place of imaging in BC initial staging remains controversial. Currently, there is no evidence to support routine screening for metastatic disease in asymptomatic women with early operable BC (T1-2, N0-1), and this screening may not be cost effective (Gerber et al, 2003) . Imaging for staging is inconsistently recommended by the different National Cancer Institutes worldwide (Ciatto et al, 1988; Harris, 2000; Myers et al, 2001) . Most Cancer Societies recommend whole body staging only for large tumours or in the presence of positive nodes (Schnipper et al, 2012; Senkus et al, 2013) . Previous studies on cost savings suggest focusing on metastasis screening by chest X-ray and blood tests alone in Figure 1 shows the prediction calculated using the nomogram, and the y axis shows the observed rates of synchronous metastases for patients in the training cohort. patients with stage I-II BC with less than five affected axillary lymph nodes (Norum and Andreassen, 2000; Ravaioli and Tassinari, 2000) . However, this requires prior surgery. The broader knowledge we have today of tumour biology should be used to identify patients at high risk of metastatic dissemination, and to avoid unnecessary initial and subsequent screenings. An interesting aspect of our nomogram is the inclusion of classic prognostic factors such as tumour size, nodal clinical, and hormone status. Our model combines independent factors that allow appraising the magnitude of the impact of each factor on the probability of synchronous metastases. The use of classic, wellestablished clinicopathological factors helps make the nomogram generalisable in the routine clinical practice. The probability of synchronous metastases in a patient is easily calculated by using the nomogram or the web interface. The practical application is the identification of high-risk women by using a combination of factors that together strongly increases the risk of metastases. An acceptable cutoff has yet to be defined with a balance between risk and cost saving. Clearly, most patients with BC have a predicted metastatic risk lower than 10% at diagnosis. We thus propose a definition of low-risk patients based on an observed metastatic risk lower than 4% in agreement with the rates we detected in the two European cohorts. This low threshold has to be prospectively evaluated and patients could be considered at high risk when showing a metastatic risk higher than 10%.
We acknowledge that this study has some limitations. The multicentre cohorts used to validate this nomogram were heterogeneous. Thus, the metastasis rates were variable between centres, with the highest prevalence in the MDACC cohort. This was due to a significantly larger tumour size, higher nuclear grade, and frequent HR negativity in the MDACC population. As a consequence, the prediction model developed in the training set overestimated the actual probability in the MDACC cohort. For high predicted values, especially when higher than 20%, the nomogram tends to overestimate the rate of synchronous metastases. While the two European cohorts were quite similar, the MDACC cohort included mostly patients who received neoadjuvant treatment as they were at higher risk for metastasis. Therefore, we also developed a nomogram based on all patients and in this final model, tumour grading and HER2 status significantly predicted the risk of synchronous metastasis. One limitation of this final model is the high number of patients without HER2 assessment and the absence of external validation. The observed AUC of this nomogram was lower (80.2%) than the one of the nomogram based on the initial training cohort.
In the future, we plan to validate this preoperative nomogram using other data sets and in a prospective manner. This nomogram was based on classic clinico-pathological factors, but emerging biomarkers and genomic patterns could also be tested. It would be interesting to incorporate them into future nomograms to provide greater accuracy of risk estimation for distant metastases in the heterogeneous BC population.
In conclusion, estimation of the risk for distant metastases at primary diagnosis of BC may be helpful to personalise the decision-making strategy in BC patients. In this study, we developed a nomogram for clinical use to estimate this risk and avoid unnecessary expensive work-up in low-risk group which threshold could be o4%. Incorporating significant biological factors in future studies could improve the accuracy of this statistical model. Figure 5 . Example of a screen from the computer program 'synchronous metastases in breast cancer' that was developed from the nomogram described in this study to provide patients and physicians with information to assist them in treatment decision-making with regard to the risk of metastasis.
